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Welcome! 



5 talks, 10 minutes each 
●  Challenges in narrative design 
●  Focus on process 
●  No Q&A – if you have any questions or 

comments, please join us at the wrap-up 
room. 



Player vs Author Control 
Samantha Gorman 







PRY opens six years after James—a 
demolition consultant—returns from the 

First Gulf War.  
 

Players explore James’ mind as he 
confronts his failing vision and the loss of 
important relationships forged during war. 



The Challenge 

How to create a compelling balance 
between player and author control of 
story when integrating text and video. 



What We Saw 

 
 





Our Process: Integration 

●  Find Prompts in the Narrative Itself 
●  Pay Attention to Form 
●  Think Outside the Box (discipline) 









Solution: Player Author Control 

Create an Always Seen Author Defined Narrative Arc  
Over a Flexible Space where the Audience Can Explore. 
Make interaction possible at all times. 

 







When the reader closes James’s eyes 
PRY looks at the external video’s timecode 

and can do any or all of the following: 

1.  Pause the external video. 
2.  Seek to a different time in the external video. 
3.  Add new thoughts to thought queue. 











How does this change game 
narrative as we know it? 



Thanks! 
 

prynovella.com (PRY is available on iOS app store) 
samantha.gorman@tenderclaws.com 

@TenderClaws 

 



Sculpting Story 
 

Aaron A. Reed 
University of California Santa Cruz / Independent 



Sculpting Story 
 

Aaron A. Reed 
University of California Santa Cruz / Independent 

(soon extra employable!) 



You Might Remember Me From Such Titles As… 
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The Ice-Bound Concordance 
●  What if exploring an interactive story 

could feel like sculpting with clay… 
●  low cost, reversible decisions  
●  the ability to make surprising things 
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(The Constraints!) 

●  “Future of the Book”: Digital Game + Print Book 

●  Text-based 

●  Two PhD students in spare time 



(video of gameplay) 
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Build story using 
available fragments 

Fragments winnowed 
by dominant themes Resolve by 

finding a page with 
a thematic match 
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The Solutions to the Challenge 
●  Making story dynamic on more than one level. 

Themes

Major Story Beats

Words and phrases

Character State

Printed Book



“I’d feel some small but significant change 
ripple through the game from a choice I’d 
made… [The Ice-Bound Concordance] is a 
game that, more than anything else, 
captures this feeling of editing.” 

Rock Paper Shotgun 



The Solutions to the Challenge 
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How does this change game narrative as 
we know it? 
●  Players are more engaged if they can 

build story, 
   not just choose story. 



Thank you! 
 

Aaron A. Reed - @aaronareed - aaronareed.net 
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reminder about pending 
employability 



But What If They All Just Hug It Out? Tragedy 
And Player Agency With Elsinore

By Katie Chironis
Team Lead & Writer, Golden Glitch Studios



Elsinore 



Elsinore is… 

+ = 

+ 







“My uncle killed my dad and  
slept with my mom! I want revenge!” “Have you considered therapy instead?” 



*Is Queen* *Is Still The 
Queen* 

*Is sad that 
her son 
killed her 
husband’s 
advisor* 

*Sees 
Ophelia 
commit 
suicide* 

*Gets 
poisoned, 
dies* 

Act I  Act II  Act III  Act IV  Act V  

Queen Gertrude 



*Gets 
poisoned, 
dies* 

Act V  

? 





“How can I turn this situation back onto the player  
in a negative way?”  



You’re not supposed to win. 
You’re not supposed to feel powerful. 
You’re not supposed to gain mastery. 

@katiechironis 
@goldenglitch 

www.elsinore-game.com 



Cibele: A Vignette Game 
 

Nina Freeman 
Star Maid Games, Designer 



What’s a vignette? 
“In literature, poetry, and film, a vignette is 

a brief, indefinite, evocative description 
or account of a person or situation. 
Vignettes are usually meant to give a 
sense of a character rather than to 
advance a narrative.”  

-Ian Bogost, “Videogame Vignette” 



by Frank O’Hara 





The Challenge 
Romantic relationships are full of complexity and 
nuance.  
 
●  How do I tell the story of a relationship without 

overwhelming the player with information?  



The Solution to the Challenge 
A vignette that explores one aspect of 
the relationship.  
●  Focus on how and why the couple met 

up to have sex. 



















●  No formal plot structure 
●  Every aspect of the game is designed to 

illustrate how and why the couple decided to 
meet up. 

●  It’s not about the whole arc of their 
relationship. It begins and ends within the 
confines of the vignette focus. 



How can the vignette game form 
influence your writing? 
● Experiment with or remove the 
“beginning, middle and end”. 
● Write something plausible, but avoid 
excessive exposition.  
● Evocative details are your best friend. 
● Embrace stories with unusual shapes. 



WHAT IF 

Slides available at:  www.paranoidproductions.com 

Richard Rouse III 
Director/Designer/Writer 

Paranoid Productions 
@richardrouseiii 
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Challenge #1  
Make an  

Action Game  
with a Changing 

Narrative 









Challenge #2  
Explore the  

Nature of Cults 





THE SOLUTION 



TRAILER 

















PLAYER  
CHOICES NARRATIVE 

POSSIBLE 
STORIES + = 



PLAYER  
CHOICES 

NARRATIVE 
STATES 

MORE 
POSSIBLE 
STORIES 

X = 



HOW DOES THIS 
EVOLVE GAME 
NARRATIVE? 











WHAT IF? 







@richardrouseiii 
@churchdarkness 

 
Mailing List & Slides at: 

www.paranoidproductions.com 



What we learned today 



Going beyond genre fiction shows us 
the way to other ways of telling 
videogame stories. 



Fragmented, modular narratives can 
encourage players to explore their 
possibilities and generate stories of their 
own.  

Lego Sculpture 
By Nathan Sawaya 



Well-placed gaps encourage players 
to explore and interpret 



Don’t discard FMV just because 
it’s was done badlyin the past. 



See you in the wrap-up room! 
Clara Fernandez-Vara 
@clarafv 
Fictioncontrol.com 
 
Matthew Weise 
@sajon77 
Fictioncontrol.com 
 
Samantha Gorman 
samantha.gorman@tenderclaws.com 
@TenderClaws 

Katie Chironis 
@katiechironis 
@goldenglitch 
 
Nina Freeman 
@hentaiphd 
Ninasays.so 
 
Richard Rouse III 
www,paranoidproductions.com 
@richardrouseiii 
@churchdarkness 
 


